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Brexit update
from Sharon Hodgson MP
Government’s approach to Brexit is
playing roulette with the lives and
livelihoods of the vast majority of
people in this country”, and
I totally agree.
Prior to the votes taking place I
received hundreds of emails from
constituents asking me to vote in a
huge variety of ways. I have therefore
laid out how I voted on the motions
overleaf. I approached this exercise
in a manner of compromise and in line
with Labour’s agreed position on Brexit.

Sharon speaking in a Westminster Hall debate, about effects
of a No-Deal Brexit on Public Sector Catering, which includes
food for hospitals and schools. 5th March, 2019.
Brexit Latest
It has been yet another difficult period in Parliament
when it comes to Brexit, and I can only imagine how
frustrating the last few weeks must have been for those
looking on. Due to the Government’s abject failure to
secure a deal which commands a majority in Parliament,
Members of Parliament took control of the processes in
Parliament in order to hold a series of “indicative votes”.
This approach, of seeking to find a form of Brexit that could
secure a majority, is something that should have been done
by the Government before the negotiations with the EU
began. Instead, the Prime Minister pursued a divisive and
chaotic approach based on her red lines. She has led us to
a scenario in which we have reached the original Brexit date,
and there is still absolutely no clarity on Brexit. The Business
Minister Richard Harrington MP recently resigned saying “the

None of the proposals achieved a
majority, but there are clear signs that
a form of compromise around a
Customs Union and potentially a confirmatory ballot could
secure further support in the days to come. In a last minute
desperate attempt to force through her failed Brexit plan, the
Prime Minister brought back her Withdrawal Agreement
today without the Political Declaration to Parliament.
As the Prime Minister has previously confirmed, the two
cannot be separated and her decision to do so shows just
how divided her Government is. Voting for the Withdrawal
Agreement without any certainty over our future relationship
with the European Union (EU) would pose an unfathomable
risk to jobs, rights and the economy.
We can’t leave the terms of our future relationship to be
decided by the outcome of the upcoming Tory leadership
contest. I therefore voted against the Withdrawal
Agreement, and was glad to see it defeated by 344 votes to
286 - a majority of 58.
If Theresa May is unwilling to drop her red lines and
change her deal, then she should call a General Election
and bring this Parliamentary gridlock to an end.
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Although some motions do not meet Labour policy in
full, such as Motion J, now is the time for MPs to not
only say what we don’t want, but what we could
also accept.
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Voted For

Voted Against

Motion D - Common Market 2.0
Proposed membership of the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and the European Economic Area
(EEA). It allows for continued participation in the single
market and a ‘comprehensive customs arrangement’.

Motion B – Leaving the EU without a deal
Proposed leaving the EU without a deal on the 12th April 2019.

Motion J – Customs Union
Required a commitment to negotiate a permanent and
comprehensive UK-wide Customs Union with the EU in
any Brexit deal.
Motion K – Labour Plan
Our plan for a close economic relationship with the EU
including a comprehensive customs union and close
alignment with the single market in order to secure rights
and protections.
Motion M – Confirmatory Public Vote
Would require a public vote to confirm any Brexit deal
passed by Parliament before its ratification.

Motion H – EEA / EFTA without a Customs Unions
Proposed remaining within the EEA and re-joining EFTA, but
remaining outside a customs union with the European Union (EU).
Motion O – Contingent preferential arrangements
Called on the Government to try and secure preferential trade
arrangements with the EU in case we are unable to implement a
withdrawal agreement.
Abstained
Motion L – Revoke article 50
Proposal in which if the Government failed to pass its Withdrawal
agreement it would have to then hold a vote on No Deal, two
sitting days before the date of departure. If No Deal was voted
down by MPs, the Prime Minister would need to
revoking article 50.
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